Health Agency Changes

In March 3, 1954, The Daily Pennsylvanian characterized the student Health Service as one of the University’s ‘growing weaknesses.’ The editorial did not imply that the Service, on the whole, was not functioning adequately, but it did indicate that much room for improvement in the performance of the services it rendered.

A year has passed which has radically changed the student Health Service. The major impetus behind the improvement is the new director, Dr. Paul Schrode, who has worked long and devotedly to make the student Health Service an appealing help to sick students.

He is still hampered from making the Service an ideal one because of restrictions funds, space limitations, and lack of personnel. But the present agency seems to us to be the best possible one under the circumstances that Dr. Schrode has to work with, and we are impressed with his constant goodwill and desire to please the students.

We think that the most important improvement this year has been the transfer of the Service to the University Hospital from its former quarters on the second and third floors of the J. White House Training House. The Service is accessible to more students, especially to dormitory residents. The advantage not possessed by the Training House, which some students could not even locate.

Another improvement has come in the method of handling students. There has been a tremendous increase in visits to the Student Health Service. Literally thousands of people have been treated here since last September, but they have apparently been cared for politely and efficiently, although even with the new appointment system there have been long waits caused by the priority given to emergencies. The emergency ward provides facilities during the night for sick students, and arrangements have been made to insure that serious cases are immediately treated in the hospital.

The division of the Department of Public Relations has been relocated in an office building at the corner of 35th and Walnut Streets, which will be moved in the near future to the Randall-Morgan Annex. Occupied until recently as part of the Physics department, the area on the first floor of the office building was planned when free University-owned space became available with the relinquishment of the Physics department to the new Benjamin Franklin Center, and Mr. George Turner of the office of the Business Vice-President has given assistance in its relocation.

New positions in the department have been filled to aid in the move: Dr. Frederick W. Jaeger, previously assistant professor of Physics, is now head of the department.

The six are Larry Brown, Carl Endres, John Paul, Patrick Saraco, and James Thompson. This exclud

...continued

Neuberger Cites Political Trust

Senator Richard L. Neuberger, of the Independent Party, Board of Governors, is speaking in the room

Political Trust

Neuberger is the only independent senator, and close to his fourth term of office. He is a member of the Board of Governors, and his political presence in the Senate is one of the most important subjects of the semester. Neuberger is known to be a strong supporter of the rating system, and his political trust is a key factor in his success.

Computers in Education
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The three Can-Can dancers were part of Kappa Kappa Gamma's Moulin Rouge.  Alpha Epsi-
lon Pi took first prize in the event with a burlesque of Julius Caesar. Delta Tau Delta's North Atlan-
in the annual Houston Hall Variety Show. The combined acts created the best Variety Show Hous-
the Harvey Z. lrnr' the Delta Delta Delta act.

Last Tuesday night nine campus organizations presented a series of lively and colorful skits
in the annual Houston Hall Variety Show. The combined acts created the best Variety Show Houston
Hall has ever seen.

The three Can-Can dancers were part of Kappa Kappa Gamma's Moulin Rouge. Alpha Epsilon Pi
took first prize in the event with a burlesque of Julius Caesar. Delta Tau Delta's North Atlantic,
a parody of South Pacific, topped third prize. The willowy girl in the Apache outfit belongs to
the Delta Delta Delta act.
Baltimore Clother Gives Advice To Young Men Starting Career

"And Then To Malta by Submarine"

By Eddie Jacobs

I address these words to the young man who stands upon the threshold of his career. To the young man who has perhaps not yet been divorced. To the young man who is not yet thorn-proof.

Young man, you must have a social asset to get by these days. An unshaven, pinched-out chin complete with back-stamp and stubble. You stand before a rack of imported suits with charm accounts between the buttons. If you're really trying, you imagine that you're aboard ship, in the ship's lounge, sipping a double-dry as the captain drones for the last time, "All women, children and men leave the lounge and save your- self."

As the ship goes down I shall stay at the key. "If . . ."

Mr. P's Finalists at Cocktail Party

Four finalists in the Mr. Pennsylvania Contest drink a toast to University and Hunter Heavers at a cocktail party given in their honor at the Poiny Shorwood Hotel last Tuesday. The four are: left to right) David Kemler, Kitty Fitzpatrick, Leo Breiter, and Howard Greenwald.

Wanamaker Executive Discusses New Look

In Men's Fashion For Spring, Summer Wear

For Spring Observed

Cut, Pattern Changes

Wanamaker Executive Discusses New Look

In Men's Fashion For Spring, Summer Wear

By Reunna Wetherell

President of Public Relations, Wanamaker, Philadelphia

One of the most noticeable changes in Men's Fashions during the current season, and one which is most definitely to be seen in the late spring and summer, has to do with the cut of clothing. Gone are the smart college man, who will be wearing suits and sport coats cut to present natural appearance. There is a decided swing-away from the drapes, padding and pleats which have been so prominent recently. The newer cuts still eliminate these additions, even to the point of no pleats in the trousers. The time has come for clothes that fit the form, rather than making a form to fit the clothes, as is the rule of the day.

Subdued patterns are becoming more and more popular, with subdued colors, including charcoal gray, blue, and charcoal blue. Clothes that are soft, quiet, and reserved, with soft hues evident, and in all cases being more and more accurized with associated colors. The brilliant colors can be found in the ties, the shirts, and even the belts and watch bands. These accessories are in shades of gray and harmonize well with the quietness of the rest of the suit. A summer man will see the new khaki suit of cotton gingham. The most popular style will be

Mr. 'P' Finalists at Cocktail Party

Synthetic Fibre Clothing Suggestions Advanced By Fashion Authority

Executive Answers Fundamental Questions Concerning Fabrics For Summer Apparel

By R. B. Dasch

Suggestions Advanced

Synthetic Fibre Clothing

You're on a plane heading for a first-class engagement, and you meet a salesman. You casually ask the fleeing man: "An unruffled, pleatless desire complete with back-strap and buckle."

William Wicket. God! That's the first word that comes to your mind. It dry quickly? Will I have to iron or press it often?

For a suit of exhibition, let's say the salesman shows you two suits.or shirt and skirt, or a blend of the two. Is it dry quickly? Can I wash it? Will I have to iron or press it often?
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Young Men Show Greatest Style Interest Since 1700's

By Richard C. Weismann
Sales Promotion Manager
Gilbels Men's Store

A few years ago, if you tried to interest the average man in fashion, chances are you'd either think you were misinterpreting him for something he definitely wasn't, or you'd be bored. Speak of male fashion to most American men today and you'll find a new interest. Not that he'll always be willing to admit it, but you'll find the occasion for the average man's interest in men's fashion shows itself during leisure time. These days when men really were the wearers of any garment he'd be the U. S. man so concerned with what he is to wear.

The young man's major clothes interest actually is in sportswear—the things he will wear during leisure time. These garments have most to do with better living. Whereas a few years ago, clothes that initiated the wardrobes of most men, today the average man is likely to have more sports garments than dress clothes; more slacks than regular suits, more sport socks than black. What's the reason for the change? These factors are uppermost:

1. Color: Sportswear introduced a new concept of color into clothes. Today, men don't want the same kinds of somber, somber flannel that expressed their restrained appearance. The restraint of forms. Instead colors are varied but still in good taste. Most popular for the coming season are the darker carbon tones inspired by Italy and the Continent. These colors will be seen in slacks, shirts and shorts. Other colors rated most likely to appear during the coming spring and summer are black, charcoal, gray, deep greens and lighter colors, the latter in soft tones. This is especially evident in sportshirts, where restraint has not been marked in recent years. Gilbels Men's Store, for example, is featuring Black Warp Cotton Madras, a shirt with a black background, and slacks in deep grays.

2. Correlated and Coordinated Items: More and more men pick shoes, jackets that go well with shirts, socks that reflect the tone of shoes and of slacks. In Gilbels Men's Store we are featuring these combinations: a man can buy a pair of Bermuda shorts, a smart, contrasting shirt, sports jacket and jacket, and a belt that matches. If these articles coordinate or contrast well, he can make numerous combinations, giving the effect of a totally new ensemble each time.

3. New Washability: Today, practically all items can be thrown into the washing machine and come out sparkling clean right at home. Shrink resistance, the ability of holding shape, and color-fastness are important features. Today's fabrics, man-made and natural, take dyes so well that new color effects can be achieved; furthermore, they hold their colors fast so that there is no risk of colors fading or running if properly cared for.


5. Design: There are many innovations in men's wear. The continental influence has been increasingly apparent in shirts, jackets that go well with two or three of their specific outfits; socks that reflect the

CAMPUS "STAND-OUTS" 

"He's got L&M ... and L&M's got everything!"

Dig those L&M's!—America's best filter cigarette. What a filter—that pure white Miracle Tip really filters. And you get all the taste! Campus after campus agrees—"L&M stands out from all the rest!"

In the Joyous Spirit of the day

Easter Greetings by Telegram!

This Easter, send greetings to loved ones this way:

spatially ... by telegram. Western Union will deliver your message on a beautiful, colorful blanket, so appropriate to the joyous spirit of the Easter season. Greetings by telegram reflect your good taste and thoughtfulness. They are so easy to send—just call Western Union and give them your message.

3946 MARKET STREET
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Tel.: PENnypacker 5-0450
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Tel.: PENnypacker 5-0450
Newman Cagers Defeat Betas; Win I-M Crown

Pennsylvania's varsity fencing team attained its highpoint of the season in the National Collegiate Fencing Championship, defeating Beta Theta Pi, 28-23, to win its second consecutive national championship. The All-American Newman Cagers defeated Csiszar men, 28-23, in a tie for first place with Barry Parker of Columbia, the president of the regulation meet. They engaged in a one more match to decide the championship with the Columbia entry winning 5-2.

Farber Pools 23-2 Log

Farber, who had a 23-2 record, had beaten Pariser in the regular season. He led off his only two losses at the hands of John Parker of Navy (who won the Eastern States title) and Charles Korter of Wisconsin.

Newman Club Wins Track Squad, I-M

The winners had to rally from a two point deficit late in the third quarter to post the victory. With the Betas leading, 18-16, at the beginning of the third quarter, the Newman Club came within five points, 20-15, with 4:30 to go in the third period. With the Betas leading, 18-16, at the beginning of the third quarter, the Newman Club came within five points, 20-15, with 4:30 to go in the third period.

With the Betas leading, 18-16, at the beginning of the third quarter, the Newman Club came within five points, 20-15, with 4:30 to go in the third period. With the Betas leading, 18-16, at the beginning of the third quarter, the Newman Club came within five points, 20-15, with 4:30 to go in the third period.

The Betas took the lead back and held it, 22-20, with 1:50 to go in the third quarter. Newman finished the quarter with a 2-1 lead, 23-22, and MacNamar was the game's top scorer with 10 points. He scored five points in the third quarter, right after Butera and Butera had scored, to take the lead back for Newman. At the end of the third quarter, Butera closed the gap with a layup, but MacNamar answered with the same shot to tie the game at 23-23.

In the final quarter, the I-M meet remained close, with Butera and Butera scoring to tie the game at 23-23. Newman finished the quarter with a 6-0 lead, 30-27, and Butera and Butera scored to tie the game again at 30-30. With 1:15 to go in the fourth quarter, Newman took the lead back with a 6-0 margin, 36-30, and Butera and Butera scored to take the lead back at 36-36. With 1:15 to go in the fourth quarter, Newman took the lead back with a 6-0 margin, 36-30, and Butera and Butera scored to take the lead back at 36-36.

Newman Club's unfeathered point won the All-University basketball championship last night by defeating Beta Theta Pi, 21-19, in the intramural finals. The Betas fell 19-13 to the Newman Club in the first half. Teammate Jim Conlin had 18 of his 20 points in the first half. Newman Club's undefeated season included a 15-0 record in the league.

Mr. Pennsylvania 1955

Get the go-to for all your gift giving needs. We have the best selection of books, records, and games for everyone on your list.

LLOYD Wallpapers
give long service — try them.
Ask your dealer to show you our books. Write for color bro-

Free Throw Contest

The Annual All-University In-
tramural Free Throw Contest will
resume action from 4 to 5:30 in
Hutchinson Gymnasium. The ten
contestants plus ties who make the greatest number of
shots will qualify for the final win-
game. Both the free throw and
campus championship medals
will be awarded to the three top
men.

Lloyd Notice

To Mr. "P" 1955

Mr. Pennsylvania 1955

GIMBELS
MEN'S STORE

PLAUDITS

The Daily Pennsylvania

SPORTS

Tuesday, March 29, 1955

NROTC Rifle Team Triumphs;
Gains 1st Spot in Rifle League

The University's NROTC rifle team ended its season Saturday defeating the combined Army and Air Force ROTC team 1279 to 1271 at Doster Hall.

As a result of this victory and league leading Villanova's defeat at the hands of PMO, the Pennsylvania Navy team took over first place in the Philadelphia NROTC Rifle League's final team standings.

Track Squad, I-M

Winners Vie Today

Place winners from the I-M track meet will vie against Pennsylvania's varsity and freshman trackmen in the second annual All-University Handicap meet today at 4 at Franklin Field. Those eligible to compete because of their performances in the I-M meet had worn caps, and it is expected that the handicap races will be run. The top foil men In the country.

Fencing Notice

There will be a meeting of all varsity and freshman fencers in Hutchinson Gym, at 4 this afternoon. Elections will be held and University business will be con-

Junior Board Meets

There will be a meeting of the Sports Staff Junior Board tommorow afternoon at 3 in the Franklin Student Room. The business to be conducted is extremely important, and attendance is compulsory.

Don't Go Home Early

A Gift For Easter

Sensibly Priced At

VARSITY SHOP
Opposite Men's Dorns

Enter 16 East 52 Street

For New York City, N. Y.
Early Sunday afternoon fifty mile an hour winds tore up a large section of copper roof in high atop the library. This picture, taken from the ground with a telephoto lens, shows a worker from the Buildings and Grounds Department as he struggles to pull the copper sheathing back onto the roof.

Preston, Education Prof., is Editor of Textbook

Ralph G. Preston, Professor of Education at the University, has recently completed "Teaching World Understanding," which will be published next month by Prentice-Hall Publishers.

Among the contributors to the book are Mary Esther McWhirt, the George School, and Ernest F. Walton, principal emeritus of Friends Service, in charge of children's work.

Mr. Pennsylvania Contest prizes

1. Wannamaker's-A University Shop suit to Mr. "P." for the victory of the high finalists.
2. Oshkosh-To Mr. Pennsylvania a Poplon Belt with the University insignia and to the runner-up a pair of Ber- muda Shorts and Knee Socks.
3. Strawbridge and Clothier-A set of matched Luggage with the University insignia.
4. Eddie Jacobs of Baltimore-A Whinston Cricket Sport Coat to the winner.
5. Jerry Finn-A shirt and tie to each finalist.
6. Varsity Shop-An Alligator Belt to Mr. "P." The runner-up will receive an English Sport Cap.
7. Benny the Bear's-A dinner for the winner and his date.
10. Philip Morris-A carton of Philip Morris cigarettes to each finalist.
11. Frank's Theater-Flowers to "Doctor in the House" to the finalists.
13. University Jewelers-A cuff link and tie bar set to the winner.
14. Record Mart-The record seller fiction list.
15. Campus Laundry-Five Dollars' Worth of laundry to the winner.
16. Bransome's Book Store-To Mr. "P." a book from the best seller fiction list.
17. Campus Jewelers-A Bon- son lighter to Mr. "P."
18. VanHeusen's Restaurant-A dinner for Mr. Pennsylvania and his date.
19. Penn Sherwood Hotel-A cocktail party in honor of the eight finalists.

Van Heusen Como Chambray Shirts

How luxurious can shirts get? This wonderful, washable chambray has a soft touch, in new colors that have eluded us up till now. Your favorite collar styles. Soft touch price, too. $5.95.

Van Heusen

Briefs

Ivy Club

A meeting of the Ivy Club will be held today in Room 11, Haasen Hall at 1 p.m.

DP Advertising Staff

All members of the Advertising Staff of The Daily Pennsylvania are required to see the advertising manager in the business office between 4 and 5:25 this afternoon.

Record Heelers

There will be a meeting of all Record Heelers and staff members at 3 o'clock this afternoon in the Record office. Bring all sales reports and money.

Kite and Key

Final exam for all Kite and Key Heelers will be held tonight at 9 p.m. in 204, College Hall.

Hill Movie

"The House on 92nd Street" will be shown tonight at 9 p.m. and tomorrow at 7:30 in the Houston Hall Auditorium, sponsored by the Haasen Hall Student Board.

WXPN Program Schedule

7:00 NAVY SHOW
7:45 NEWS BROADCAST
7:45 NEWS ANALYSIS
7:45 AROUND OUR TOWN
7:45 SPORTS PICTURE
8:00 MASTERWORKS OF MUSIC
9:00 NEWS
9:15 HOPES SHOW
9:30 SPORTS EXTRA—Ed Fabio
9:45 IVY THEATER
10:05 INQUIRER CAMPUS NEWS
10:30 I-F QUIZ—Sem Final
10:30 OLD GOLD DREAM DATE
10:45 BELL WITH A BOOZE BELT
12:00 LUCKY STRIKE NEWS
1:00 BELL WITH A BOOZE BELT
1:00 AFTER HOURS
1:45 SHOCK OFF
7:30 and 8:00 on your dial

GOING SOUTH!

Budweiser

Serving beer to your guests is simple hospitality. Serving them Budweiser is a gracious compliment... because it's Budweiser... and that's the difference.

We're Proud of our Selection of EASTER CARDS

ZAVELLE'S

3429 Woodland Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9

Naturally... because it's Budweiser

Serving beer to your guests is simple hospitality. Serving them Budweiser is a gracious compliment... because it's Budweiser... and that's the difference.

Something more than premium quality... Budweiser quality!

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.
ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS ANGELES
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FASHION NEWS FROM VAN HEUSEN